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ABSTRACT

The LIG search system uses a user-controlled combination of
six criteria: keywords, phonetic string, similarity to example
images, semantic categories, similarity to already identified
positive images, and temporal closeness to already identified
positive images.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Informa-
tion Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Re-
trieval

General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation.

Keywords: Video retrieval, multi-criteria search.

1. THE LIG VIDEO RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

The LIG search system [1] uses a user-controlled combina-
tion of six criteria: keywords, phonetic string (new in 2009),
similarity to example images, semantic categories, similarity
to already identified positive images, and temporal closeness
to already identified positive images (Figure 1). The system
outputs an ordered list of relevant shots for each topic after
interaction with the user (initial query and multiple rele-
vance feedback). This system was used for TRECVID [2],
VideOlympics [3] and the Star Challenge [4].

Figure 1: The LIG video retrieval system

Criterion 1: Keyword based search. The keyword
based search is done using a vector space model. The words
present in the ASR-MT transcription are used as vector
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space dimensions. Stemming ans stopword list are used.
Relevance is first assigned to speech segments and then pro-
jected onto overlapping shots.

Criterion 2: Phonetic string based search. Video doc-
uments are transcribed at the phonetic level using a subset
of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Queries are
made in the same way and the search is done using a pho-
netic string spotting algorithm.

Criterion 3: Similarity to image examples. Visual
similarity between key frames and image examples is looked
for using color and texture characteristics (4×4×4 color his-
tograms and 8×5 Gabor transforms). normalized and the
turned into a relevance value for each feature.

Criterion 4: Feature based search. Video shots are
ranked according to the 36 pre-classified categories used in
the TRECVID 2007 high level feature detection task.

Criteria 5 and 6: Visual similarity and temporal

closeness. Visual similarity and temporal closeness (within
the video stream) to already retrieved images can be used
for the search. These images have to be marked by the user
as positive examples for similarity based search and/or as
positive examples for temporal closeness based search (rele-
vance feedback).

Combination of search criteria. The user can dynami-
cally define his search strategy according to the topic and/or
the looking of the retrieved images. Each search criterion
can be independently configured and given a global weight
for the search. The per-criterion relevances are linearly com-
bined according to the criteria weights to produce the final
key frame relevance.
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